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\textbf{Abstract.} Object-oriented models are omnipresent in software engineering. To use a CSP solver with an object-oriented model, the mapping between the object-oriented data model and the CSP is typically implemented manually and specific to the problem to solve. This paper discusses different generic encodings to reason about object-oriented models using the MiniZinc constraint modelling language. We focus mainly on finding instantiations of object-oriented models under domain-specific constraints. Possible applications are found in product configuration and software engineering.
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\section{Introduction}

Object-oriented models are widely used in software engineering. Object-oriented models facilitate the development of large software projects and provides a mechanism to communicate the domain of concern visually to all project members. UML class diagrams are often used for this purpose.

The object-oriented model is not only visually appealing, but does also contain valuable information about the cardinalities of the classes involved. This information is given in the form of association multiplicities, singleton patterns, etc. Used to a lesser extent in practice, a specification language like OCL can be used to fully specify the constraints a valid instantiation must satisfy.

An important reasoning task for object-oriented models is to find an instantiation that satisfies some additional constraints, e.g. an instantiation containing $X$ objects of type $Y$, but not more than $Z$ objects altogether. Unfortunately there are few tools (e.g. \cite{12}) available that provide this functionality.

Constraint programming is a powerful approach to declarative problem solving. Although modern constraint solvers are often implemented in object-oriented programming languages, most solvers do not support reasoning about object-oriented models. Therefore some special encoding is necessary in order to use a constraint solver with an object-oriented model. Usually this mapping is done ad hoc by the knowledge engineer, especially if the domain of concern involves just a few classes and attributes.
MINIZINC [14] is the de facto standard to express constraint problems. In this paper we show how to generically encode the instantiation of an object-oriented model in MINIZINC. In doing so we explore different strategies to encode associations. The resulting encoding is a MINIZINC program that generates all instantiations of the model up to a given maximum number of objects. By adding additional problem-specific constraints, we can accomplish various reasoning tasks. Examples for this are checking an instantiation, completing an instantiation, and checking the validity of assertions.

The remainder of this article is structured as follows: In Section 1.1 we relate our approach to previous work. In Section 1.2 we provide a motivation for the topic, which is accompanied by a motivating example in Section 1.3. Afterwards, our approach to encode object-oriented models in MINIZINC is presented in Section 2. The performance of various encodings is evaluated in Section 3, followed by our conclusions in Section 4.

1.1 Related Work

Our aim for this paper is to integrate object-oriented programming with constraint programming. Therefore we use the term OOCSP (object-oriented constraint satisfaction programming). This term was introduced by M. Paltrinieri [15, 16], who promotes it as a framework to design CSPs in traditional constraint programming languages through a visual methodology. The term OOCSP is used again by [11], where an object-oriented constraint language of that name is presented. Specifications in this language are not translated into the input format of an off-the-shelf constraint solver, but to first-order logic. OOCSP programs are then solved by a dedicated solver that is based on a first-order resolution-style theorem prover.

The authors of [4] present a translation of UML class diagrams including general class hierarchies, but excluding attributes and OCL constraints, to OPL [18]. They split the process of finding a model into two stages: First, finite model reasoning is employed to find admissible class cardinalities. Then, a finite model is constructed using exactly those numbers of objects. Boolean arrays whose dimensions correspond to the total number of objects are used to encode class memberships and association links.

CONF Solve [9, 10] is an object-oriented language to specify system configurations. Specifications written in it are translated to MINIZINC and then solved by Gecode. Although this approach addresses a similar problem as we do, its focus is rather restricted. This is mainly because the language supports only fixed numbers of objects, both globally and in associations. In other words, the number of objects of each class and the number of association links are always predetermined.

In [3], a translation of UML class diagrams into the language of ECLPS* [1] is presented. The authors’ main motivation is to verify quality criteria of the object-oriented models, e.g. weak or strong satisfiability. They also support the translation of generalization sets, association classes, and OCL constraints. The
method has been implemented in the tools UMLtoCSP\textsuperscript{3} and EMFtoCSP\textsuperscript{4}. Although the approach is not limited to ECL\textsuperscript{ips} but also realizable by other constraint programming languages, it is not directly transferable to Mini\text{Zinc}. This is due to Mini\text{Zinc}'s lack of lists of struct types, i.e. one cannot express association links by lists of object-ID tuples in Mini\text{Zinc}.

Endeavours similar to OOCSP are also made in the area of Answer Set Programming, there being designated as OOASP \cite{7}.

The applicability of OOASP and CSP to reconfiguration problems has been studied in \cite{8}, where an encoding for associations has been introduced that is also used in the present work. Generative CSP (GCSP) is a variant of CSP that is tailored towards product configuration problems \cite{17}. Some authors also use this formalism in an object-oriented manner \cite{6}.

1.2 Motivation

The motivation for OOCSP is manifold. First of all, in our experience object-oriented models are a powerful way to represent complex domains. Most software engineers are well-trained in working with object-oriented models using object-oriented programming languages. On the downside, formal methods for instantiating models are seldom used in the context of object-oriented programming. Constraint programming on the other hand is a powerful declarative paradigm, but the flat data model of constraint variables is hard to maintain if the domain of concern is highly structured and consists of a lot of different interrelated entities.

With OOCSP we have two goals:

1. To show how to use an existing object-oriented model with a constraint language like Mini\text{Zinc}.
2. To “objectify” existing constraint problems by using an object-oriented model to specify the CSP.

In this paper we will concentrate on the first task. The main reasoning task we want to support is finding an instantiation of the object model that satisfies some additional constraints. Other reasoning tasks of interest are checking and completing an instantiation.

**Instantiation:** finding a valid instantiation of an object-oriented model.

**Checking:** checking if a given instantiation is a valid instantiation.

**Completing:** checking if a partial instantiation can be extended to become a valid one.

As we will see, checking and completing can be achieved by adding constraints describing the given (partial) instantiation to the Mini\text{Zinc} encoding.

\textsuperscript{3} http://gres.uoc.edu/UMLtoCSP/
\textsuperscript{4} https://github.com/SOM-Research/EMFtoCSP
1.3 Motivating Example

Our running example is the abstract version of a hardware configuration problem from the domain of railway interlocking systems\(^5\). Figure 1 shows the UML class diagram of this domain.

Every element of the domain requires a certain number of (control) modules. The modules must be placed inside a frame. A frame must be placed inside a rack. Aside from the constraints implied by the UML class diagram, the following additional constraints hold:

- An Element\(^A\) requires one Module\(^I\), an Element\(^B\) requires two Module\(^II\), an Element\(^C\) requires three Module\(^III\) and an Element\(^D\) requires four Module\(^IV\).
- A Module\(^V\) cannot have an element, all other modules must have an element assigned.
- If a frame contains a Module\(^II\), it must also contain a Module\(^V\).
- All modules of an element must reside in the same frame.
- A RackSingle must have exactly 4 frames, a RackDouble must have exactly 8 frames.

Instantiations of the class diagram will range from the empty configuration up to a configuration containing one hundred racks and elements, which is enforced by the associations in the class diagram. In a typical configuration scenario, a user asks for a valid configuration containing four Element\(^A\). The minimal configuration in terms of number of objects is then a configuration containing four Element\(^A\), each assigned to a Module\(^I\), each of which is again assigned to one of the four frames of a RackSingle.

Another use case is to find out if there is a configuration with a frame containing six Module\(^II\). In this case the answer is “no”, because the constraint that there must be a Module\(^V\) in every frame containing a Module\(^II\) enforces that the upper bound for Module\(^II\) in a frame is 4. This kind of reasoning with cardinalities is very natural and easy to do for human experts. However, as we will see, it is still challenging for a constraint solver.

Of course, real-world problems are much more complex than the simple example described above. Railway systems, for example, often consist of hundreds of different part types. Instantiations of such models contain tens of thousands of configured parts for hardware, software, user interfaces, and communication equipment.

2 Encoding object-oriented models

The most challenging aspect of encoding object-oriented models in a CSP is their dynamic nature. Usually one does not know how many objects will be contained in a solution to the problem\(^6\), whereas in a classical CSP the number of variables and their domains are fixed.

\(^5\) A similar example was also presented in [8].
\(^6\) Generative CSPs [17] capture this dynamic nature of CSPs.
In a manual encoding of a CSP, a knowledge engineer would use special “null” values, optional values, or booleans to deal with the dynamic aspects of the problem.

A typical example is the warehouse allocation problem\footnote{The given encoding © Guido Tack, 2007, http://www.csplib.org/Problems/prob034/models/warehouses.mzn.html} in listing 1. From an object-oriented perspective the problem consists of two classes \((\text{Warehouse}, \text{Store})\) and one association \((\text{Store} . \text{supplier})\). Integers are used to identify different instances \((1..n\text{stores} \text{ and } 1..n\text{suppliers})\). Arrays encode associations \((\text{supplier})\) and attributes \((\text{cost})\). The number of stores \((n\text{stores})\) is static and given as a parameter. The maximum number of warehouses is also given as parameter \((n\text{suppliers})\), but not every warehouse is necessarily used. A boolean array \((\text{open})\) indicates which warehouse is used in the solution.

For our generic encoding we decided to use a global set of object IDs, which ranges from 1 to the maximum number of objects \((\text{MAXNROFOBJECTS})\). All arrays encoding the types of the objects, associations and attributes are also defined over this range. This way we can define a generic translation of an object-oriented class hierarchy to a CSP.
2.1 File Organization

We partition encodings for object-oriented models into several files as follows:

- **oocsp.mzn** contains the domain-independent OOCSP encoding. This includes the definition of various constants (but not their values), domain-independent constraints, and predicates that can be used in other files to describe a model.
- **cd.mzn** contains the description of a class diagram. This includes assignments to the constants for the number of classes, the class names, and constraints to describe associations. It may also define parameters (constants without values, e.g. for the minimum and maximum class cardinalities). This file is automatically generated from the object-oriented model.
- **constraints.mzn** contains additional constraints that are not expressed in the class diagram. In our running example, this may include the constraint that every `ElementA` is associated to exactly one `Module` which has to be a `ModuleI`.
- **cc.mzn** contains cardinality constraints that can be derived from the constraints of the domain. For instance from the constraint that every `RackSingle` has four objects of type `Frame` associated, we can derive the cardinality constraint `nrofobjects[CLASS_Frame] >= 4 * nrofobjects[CLASS_SingleRack].`
- **instance.dzn** is a data file which contains arguments for the parameters specified by the model files. This includes the maximum number of objects which is required by **oocsp.mzn**.

2.2 Encoding classes and objects

Classes are the most basic feature of an object-oriented model. These classes are organized in generalization hierarchies. An instantiation of an object-oriented model contains a number of instances of each class, which are called objects. Each object shall have a unique ID which we will use later to associate objects to each other.

This leads to the initial **MiniZinc** encoding in listing 2. The number of classes is given as a constant `NROFCLASSES`. Since we cannot deal with infinite instantiations, an upper bound for the number of objects is given as `MAXNROFOBJECTS`. Every integer in the set `1..NROFCLASSES` corresponds to a class in the model. To be able to identify these classes, additional constants like `int: CLASS_Element = 2;` etc. (in **cd.mzn**) can be useful. The identifier `CLASS_UNUSED` corresponds to an additional pseudo-class containing unused objects. The sets `CLASS` and `OBJECT` are also present in a second version that includes a special value indicating absence.

```
1 % how many classes are there
2 int: NROFCLASSES;
```

8 Absent values could be represented more naturally using null values [2] or option types [13].
In a first approach to encode class hierarchies, we define for each class its (unique) superclass in the array `superclass`. For our running example, this definition is given in listing 3.

**Listing 3.** The `superclass` array for our running example (`cd.mzn`)

```plaintext
array[CLASS] of OPT_CLASS: superclass = [ CLASS_UNUSED, CLASS_UNUSED, CLASS_Element, CLASS_Element, CLASS_Element, CLASS_Module, CLASS_Module, CLASS_Module, CLASS_Rack, CLASS_Rack ];
```

This information is used to construct the two-dimensional boolean `isA` array which specifies for each pair of classes whether the first is a (direct or indirect) descendant of the second one (or if they are just the same). Directly assigning this definition to a constant array (cf. listing 4) fails with a *MiniZinc type error: circular definition of isA*. The same happens if we make the array an array of variables instead of constants.

**Listing 4.** Approach 1 to encode a class hierarchy (`oocsp.mzn`) (does not compile!)

```plaintext
array[CLASS,CLASS] of bool: isA = [ ( c1 = c2 ) \/ SUPERCLASS[c1] = c2 \/ \\
  \rightarrow exists(c in CLASS)(ISA[c1,c] \/ SUPERCLASS[c] = c2) | c1, c2 in 
  \rightarrow CLASS ];
```

When using a variable array and a universally quantified constraint instead of assigning the array expression directly, it works (cf. listing 5). In this variant, the constraint solver propagates the valid instantiations throughout the array and we obtain the unique correct solution for the problem.

**Listing 5.** Approach 2 to encode a class hierarchy (`oocsp.mzn`)

```plaintext
% the generalization hierarchy:
array[Classes,Classes] of var bool: isA;
array[Classes] of 0..NROFCLASSES: superclass;
constraint forall(c1,c2 in Classes) (isA[c1,c2] = ( (c1 = c2) \/ superclass[c1] = c2 \/ \\
  \rightarrow exists(c in Classes)(isa[c1,c] \/ superclass[c] = c2) ) | c1, c2 in 
  \rightarrow Classes );
```

Based on this, we can encode an array assigning types to objects, and an `instanceof` predicate, as shown in listing 6.

---

9 This encoding does not support multiple inheritance.

10 This encoding does not support non-disjunctive class hierarchies, i.e. an object can not be an instance of two different subclasses of a class. In general, every class can be instantiated in this encoding. If desired, classes can be made abstract by additional constraints.
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Listing 6. An array of object types, and an instanceof predicate (oocsp.mzn)

```plaintext
array[Objects] of var OptClasses: otype;
predicate instanceof(var OptObjects: o, Classes: c) = if (o != 0 /
→ otype[o] != CLASS_UNUSED) then isA[otype[o],c] else false endif;
```

The solver will decide for each object to which class it belongs, i.e. it will assign elements of CLASS to each variable in the otype array. In order to make the number of objects variable, the auxiliary class CLASSUNUSED can be assigned to the redundant objects. To know how many instances of each class exist in a solution, the array nrofobjects in listing 7 is used.

Listing 7. More information about class instances (oocsp.mzn)

```plaintext
array[OptClasses] of var 0..MAXNROFOBJECTS : nrofobjects;
constraint forall(c in Classes)
(nrofobjects[c] = sum(o in Objects) (bool2int(instanceof(o,c))));
```

Symmetry breaking constraints, e.g. the one in listing 8 can also be introduced.

Listing 8. Symmetry breaking for otype (oocsp.mzn)

```plaintext
bool : OTYPEINCREASING;
constraint
(if (OTYPEINCREASING) then increasing(otype) else true endif);
```

2.3 Encoding associations

Let us turn to binary associations between classes. We investigate three possibilities to encode one side of an association:

- **link** For each instance of the first class, there is one variable of type Objects. It contains the object ID at the other end of the association link.
- **set** For each instance of the first class, there is one set of Objects variable. It contains the object ID(s) at the other end of the association link(s).
- **ports** For each instance of the first class, there are \( n \) variables of type Objects, where \( n \) is the upper bound on the multiplicity of the first class in the association. Each contains one object ID at the other end of an association link.

Each variable can be seen as a pointer variable that either points to another object or nowhere. In the latter case, it contains the special value 0 (the least element of the OptObjects set).

The three possible encodings can be combined arbitrarily between two classes. That means that one class can use either of the three and the other can use either of the three or none at all. Each combination leads to different implications on the rest of the encoding, and possibly also on solving performance. Table 1 gives an overview over the expressive power of the encodings: some are able to express
Table 1. Possible encodings of a binary association

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1st class</th>
<th>2nd class</th>
<th>Expressive power</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>link</td>
<td>link</td>
<td>1:n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>set</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>m:n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ports</td>
<td>ports</td>
<td>m:n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>link</td>
<td>link</td>
<td>1:n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>link</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>1:n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>link</td>
<td>ports</td>
<td>1:n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>set</td>
<td>set</td>
<td>m:n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>set</td>
<td>ports</td>
<td>m:n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ports</td>
<td>ports</td>
<td>m:n</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

general m:n associations, while some are restricted to the 1:n case. The table can, of course, be read from left to right as well as from right to left. The encoding with links on the n side of the association is also used in [8].

Our goal is to encode domain-independent predicates in oocap.mzn that can be used to specify the associations in a class diagram in cd.mzn. For example, listing 9 describes the association between Rack and Frame.

Listing 9. The association between Rack and Frame (cd.mzn)

```plaintext
1 % Association Frame_rack(1,1) <-> Rack_frames(0,8)
2 array[OBJECT] of var OPT_OBJECT: Frame_rack;
3 constraint hasAssocLink(CLASS_Frame,1,1,Frame_rack,CLASS_Rack,0,8,
4    --> Rack_frames_count);
5
1 One rack has between 0 and 8 frames, and each frame belongs to exactly one rack. This is a 1:n association, which can be modelled by all proposed encodings. In listing 9, the variant using link on one side is encoded by the Frame_rack array. Every element of this array contains a pointer from Frame to Rack. Additionally, each element of Rack_frames_count contains the number of frames associated to a rack. This is done to ease the formulation of cardinality constraints. The implementation of the hasAssocLink predicate is given in listing 10.

Listing 10. The hasAssocLink predicate (oocap.mzn)

```
The other encodings can be implemented similarly.

### 2.4 Encoding attributes

We provide the predicate `hasAttribute`, which allows to define an integer attribute for a class whose value must lie between certain bounds. Listing 11 shows the implementation of this predicate.

**Listing 11. The hasAttribute predicate (oocsp.mzn)**

```plaintext
% defines attribute for class <CLASS>
predicate hasAttribute (Classes: CLASS, array [Objects] of var int : attribute array, int : min, int : max) ≡
forall (o in Objects) (if instanceof(o,CLASS) then attribute array [o] ≥ min /

        attribute array [o] ≤ max else attribute array [o] = 0 endif);
```

### 2.5 Encoding constraints

Additional constraints can be modelled quite naturally using the standard MiniZinc features and additional predicates offered by OOCSP. Listing 12 shows a selection of what is possible.

**Listing 12. Selected constraints (constraints.mzn)**

```plaintext
constraint forall (o in OBJECT where instanceof(o,CLASS_ElementA)) (    
    hasNObjects(o,Module_element,CLASS_Module,1,1));
constraint forall (o in OBJECT where instanceof(o,CLASS_ElementA)) (isA(    
    o,Module_element,CLASS_Module));
constraint forall (o1 in OBJECT where instanceof(o1,CLASS_ModuleII)) (    
    exists (o2 in OBJECT) (instanceof(o2,CLASS_ModuleV) /
    Module_frame [o1]=Module_frame [o2]));
```

The first constraint in listing 12 enforces that every `ElementA` is associated to exactly one `Module`, while the second one enforces this `Module` to be a `ModuleI`. Because of the third constraint, for every `ModuleII` there must be a `ModuleV` in the same frame.

### 2.6 Reasoning

The most important reasoning task from a practical perspective is to find a valid instantiation under domain-specific constraints.
Finding Instantiations If no additional constraints are defined an OOCSP program for a domain will produce all instantiations of the domain within the given scope. The scope is limited by the maximum number of objects that can be instantiated \((\text{MAXNROFOBJECTS})\) and by minimum and maximum cardinality restrictions for each class \(\text{CNAME} \ (\text{CLASS\_CNAME\_MIN} / \ldots \text{MAX})\).

Listing 13 shows a solution with \(\text{MAXNROFOBJECTS} = 10, \text{CLASS\_ElementA\_MIN} = 1, \) and \(\text{CLASS\_ElementA\_MAX} = 1\). Every solution to this problem contains exactly one \(\text{ElementA}\).

If the program is unsatisfiable, then there is no solution within the given scope or there is an inconsistency in the model. According to the small scope hypothesis [12] most bugs or modelling errors can be found in small scopes, therefore OOCSP should also be usable for detecting modelling errors.

Once a solution has been found it is easy to create an object-oriented instantiation from it. For every entry in the \(\text{otype}\) array that differs from 0 (i.e. \(\text{UNUSED}\)) create an instance of the given type and use the index of the entry as temporary object ID. After all instances have been created set the attributes and associations according to the arrays of the MiniZinc solution using the temporary object IDs as keys. For example in listing 13 for \(\text{otype}[5]=7\) a Frame object with temporary ID 5 will be created and associated with a \(\text{RackSingle}\) because of \(\text{Frame\_rack}[5]=10\) and \(\text{otype[10]}=16\).

Listing 13. Sample output of OOCSP for the racks example (solution.txt)

```
1 int : CLASS\_Configuration = 1;
2 int : CLASS\_ElementA = 3;
3 int : CLASS\_Frame = 7;
4 int : CLASS\_ModuleI = 9;
5 int : CLASS\_RackSingle = 16;
6
7 otype = [0, 0, 1, 3, 7, 7, 7, 9, 16]
8 nrofobjects = [0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 4, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1]
9 Configuration\_configtype = [0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]
10 Element\_configuration = [0, 0, 0, 3, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]
11 Frame\_rack = [0, 0, 0, 0, 10, 10, 10, 10, 0, 0]
12 Module\_frame = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 5, 0]
13 Module\_element = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 4, 0]
14 Rack\_configuration = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 3]
```

Checking Instantiations If we want to check an object-oriented instantiation, we must first create an OOCSP representation of the object-oriented instantiation i.e. create an \(\text{otype}\) array with an entry for every object in the instantiation and generate the arrays for attributes and association accordingly. By adding the OOCSP representation as constraint to the MiniZinc program the consistency of the instantiation can then be checked.

Completing Instantiations For completing a partial instantiation the partial configuration is expressed as additional constraints. The solution of the MiniZinc program will then be a completion of the partial configuration. For example if the partial configuration consists of a \(\text{ModuleI}\) that is assigned to a \(\text{Frame}\) in
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a RackSingle this can be expressed as the constraint \( \text{otype}[1] = 9 \land \text{otype}[2] = 7 \land \text{otype}[3] = 16 \land \text{Module\_frame}[1] = 2 \land \text{Frame\_rack}[2] = 3 \).

For this to work some symmetry breaking constraints might have to be deactivated. For example, the constraint in listing 8 that forces the object types to be increasing cannot be used in this example because it would eliminate valid solutions.

3 Evaluation

To evaluate the different encodings in terms of practical utility, we conducted a number of experiments using instances from different problem domains\(^{11}\).

All tests where run on a Windows PC with an Intel Core i5 CPU @ 2.70GHz and 16 GB RAM. In one experiment we used the running example and created 100 test cases, each fixing the number of instances of one class and leaving the other classes unrestricted. Listing 14 shows a typical example of a test case with three Elements.

Listing 14. Racks example: up to 30 objects, exactly three elements

```
MAXNROFOBJECTS = 30;
CLASS_Configuration_MIN = 0;
CLASS_Configuration_MAX = MAXNROFOBJECTS;
CLASS_Element_MIN = 3;
CLASS_Element_MAX = 3;
CLASS_ElementA_MIN = 0;
CLASS_ElementA_MAX = MAXNROFOBJECTS;
```

We used the GECODE solver to run the test cases with the standard heuristic of the GECODE solver and with a domain specific heuristic tuned to find a configuration with a minimum number of objects. Three different association encodings were used: \textit{link}, \textit{set}, and \textit{port}, i.e. the first three entries in Table 1. The figures show the number of failures as reported by GECODE, when solving the particular testcase\(^{12}\). For easier comparison data points are only shown for testcases that could be solved by all three encodings within the ten-minute time frame. The number of failures are also an indicator for the quality of the constraint model. As the domain is rather simple, most work should be done by constraint propagation and not by search.

Overall the link encoding could solve the largest percentage of test cases within a ten-minute time frame. Fig. 2 compares the number of failures for test cases that where solvable by all three encodings. The port encoding was the most stable one, whereas the link encoding had some outliers. Interestingly under the domain-specific heuristic, shown in Fig. 3, the picture is almost reversed, because

\(^{11}\) The encodings that were used for the experiments can be obtained from the authors via e-mail.

\(^{12}\) The failures can be roughly seen as backtracks required until a solution is found and correlate with the runtime. In contrast to runtime it is not dependent on the computer the experiments were conducted on.
Fig. 2. Number of failures in different association encodings with standard heuristic

Fig. 3. Number of failures in different association encodings with domain-specific heuristics
the link encoding is the most stable. The set encoding behaves similarly in both cases. With the domain specific heuristic more instances could be solved overall.

The same data is shown in a different incarnation in Fig. 4. For each type of association encoding we show two box plots: in the left part using the default search strategy and in the right part using the custom one. Each box plot shows, from bottom to top: the minimum, the first quartile, the median\(^\text{13}\), the third quartile, and the maximum. Please note the different scales in the two graphs. Again, it can clearly be seen that the link encoding leads to the most extreme numbers of failures in the case where the default heuristics are used. In the case of custom search strategies, the highest numbers of failures occur in the port encodings.

![Box plots for numbers of failures in different encodings](image)

**Fig. 4.** Box plots for numbers of failures in different encodings

Looking at each test case individually, we found that often a human could come up with a better search strategy for that particular problem instance. This is not that surprising as a human expert can solve these test cases in a "backtrack-free" manner after some deliberation.

Fig. 5 shows the size of the generated flatzinc files. Here the link encoding is the most efficient one, but by looking at the sizes of the flatzinc files it is clear that the encoding can only be used for small to medium scale problem sizes (up to one hundred objects). Even for the link encoding solving the flatzinc file with `MAXNROFOBJECTS = 70` uses more than 1GB main memory.

Similar problems occur in domains with a lot of classes, attributes and associations. We experienced that a real-world configurator domain with 173 classes could be solved, but surprisingly the solver ran out of memory while processing the output statement.

\(^{13}\)Where the median cannot be seen, it coincides with one of the other quartiles.
4 Conclusion

We showed how to encode object-oriented models in MiniZinc in a generic manner. This encodings can be used for medium sized problems (up to one hundred instances), depending on the complexity of the domain. Paradoxically, it seems easier to solve difficult domains with few objects than to solve very simple domains with many objects.

It is clear that these encoding can not compete with special encodings done by a skilled knowledge engineer. One additional problem is the need to use different heuristics based on the nature of the input parameters.

4.1 Future Work

The greatest problem for applying this approach in practice is the grounding size. Therefore we need to explore some form of lazy grounding. For a thorough discussion of the topic see [5]. Besides that we’ll have to investigate how to derive as much cardinality information as possible from the constraints of the domain.

For the future we plan to “objectify” existing standard CSP problems and compare the performance of the OOCSP version to the hand-coded problems to gain insight how to improve MiniZinc code generated for OOCSP. Maybe it is possible to define new global constraints for the special struture of object-oriented models.

Finally and perhaps most challenging is to find a way to automatically derive heuristics or solver parameters based on the current problem, as we don’t want to devise a new heuristic every time a constraint is added.
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